Question #1: Is 40,000 kg in total for inbound and outbound shipments for 1 year, is it one time shipment?

Answer: As historical information only, the US Government estimates an annual shipment weight of approximately 40,000 Kilograms (30,000 inbound, 10,000 outbound).

Question #2: It can reflect the work with HY Company. We have rates with them more we send the cheaper rate.

Answer: Historically, we giving you estimated total 200 kg inbound for 2 times per week. Outbound up to 2 times per week no more than 50 kg per shipment. Under 100 kg is normal.

Question #3: Customs clearance, the vendor has to do it for inbound and outbound. Do we need to put our fee?

Answer: No. We pay only to DDS MFA.

Question #4: Is it Door to Post delivery under contract?

Answer: We have Door to Post and Door to Port, U.S. Government will decide type of shipment.

Question #5: We have a contract with you with active DBA insurance. Should we purchase another one for this contract?

Answer: If your insurance company will make endorsement and include new contract to this to existing DBA policy then no need to purchase another one.

Question #6: If under unusual circumstances shipment can’t be placed into the aircraft the same day, the Contractor shall leave it at the storage facilities until the next day. Is there a storage facility at the Airport?

Answer: The Contractor should have the moving storage facility or keep it at the Airport storage under his promises.
**Question #7:** What time is for pick up / delivery?

**Answer:** During working hours – from Monday till Friday, 8:30-17:30.

**Question #8:** For pricing 3.1, fill out only that field?

**Answer:** Please complete pages 7-9, Unit cost and estimated year cost. The cover page of SF-1449 total cost for a base and all option year.

Page 9, price break down – you have to consider inflation rate. It is a firm fix contract where price will not be changed.

**Question #9:** Is it possible to provide us with copies of Invoice and Packing List of previous shipments. It would be really helpful.

**Answer:** U.S. Government doesn’t share any documents from previous shipments with third parties.

**Question #10:** Would it be possible to include a fixed fee for trips, inbound and outbound?

A quoted 6Kg pouch or 200Kg pouch will give an in-correct total if rated by KG only.

**Answer:** Modification for Solicitation will be announced with flat rates option.